Abrlmeci-Power mipnmmt for wireless "elworks is to arSign B power lor each wireless node such thal the induced mmunieation graph has some required propedies. In this paper, WI study the power assignmen1 rueh thal the induced rommmieation graph is a spanner for Ihe original communication graph when d l nodes haw the maximum power. hlyno. mial time algorithm is given to minimize the maximum sssignrd power. Then we propose B new polynomial time apprnximalion method lo minimize the total transmission radiss d all nodes. We also give two heuristi-and conduct extensive simulations 10 study their performance when we want IO minimize the total assigned power of dl nodes. Our simdalions validate our theoretical daimr.
This communication graph is also called unit disk graph (UDG). When nodes adjust their power dynamically, we say that a node U can reach a node v in an asymmelric communication model if node U transmits at a power at least w".. Notice that here, in asymmetric communications, node w may transmit at a power less than wuu. We say that a node U can reach a node v in a symmetric communication model if both node U and z, transmit at a power at least wuv. In this paper, we only concern about symmetric communication model.
An observation of this model is that the network topology is entirely dependent on the transmission range of each individual node. Links can be added or removed when a node adjusts its transmission range. A power assignment P is an assignment of power setting p (~) to wireless node U , . Given a power assignment P. we can define an induced direct communication graph G p in which there is a directed edge i $ if and only if w,, 2 P(u). We define the induced undirected communication graph Gp in which there is an edge uv if and only if wuv 5 P(u) and wuu 5 P(u). We will hereby refer G p to as the induced communicarion gmph. If all wireless nodes transmit in their maximum power E, , , the induced communication graph is called the original communication gmph (unit disk graph), which provides information about all possible topologies. in accordance with characteristics of the wireless environment and node power constraints. In other words, all possible achievable network topologies are subgraphs of the original communication graph. On the other hand, given a subgraph G = (V, E) of the original communication graph, we can also extract a minimum power assignment PG, where PG(u) = max{,lVvEE) wuu. to support the subgraph. We call this P c an inducedpower assignmeni from G.
Due to the importance of energy efficiency in wireless ad hoc networks. minimum power assignment for different network issues have been addressed recently. Research efforts have focused on finding the minimum power assignment so that the induced communication graph has some "good" properties in terms of network tasks such as disjoint paths, connectivity or fault-tolerance. The minimumenergy connectivity problem was first studied by Chen and Huang [6] , in which the induced communication graph is strongly connected while the power assignment is minimized. This problem has been shown by them to be NP-hard. Recently, this problem has been heavily studied and many approximation algorithms have been proposed when the network is modelled by using symmetric links or asymmet- 1131 considered the minimum power assignment while the resulting network is k-strongly connected or kconnected. This problem has been shown to be NP-hard too. Solving this problem can improve the fault tolerance of the network. In [IS] . 1161, [SI, Clementi er. a1 also considered the minimum energy connectivity problem while the induced communication graph have a diameter bounded by a constant h. In [Ill. Lloyd er. a1 proposed one general framework that leads to an approximation algorithm for minimizing total power assignment. Using the framework they proposed a new 2-connected approximation method for power assignment. In [IE], Krumke er. a1 also studied the minimum power assignment so that networks satisfy specific properties such as connectivity. hounded diameter and minimum node degree. Other relevant work in the area of power assignment (or called energy-efficiency) includes energy-efficient broadcasting and multicasting in wireless networks. The problem, given a source node s, is to find a minimum power assignment such that the induced communication graph contains a spanning tree rooted at s. This problem was proved to be NP-hard. In [I] , [2] . [31, [41, they presented some heuristic solutions and gave some theoretical analysis. Recently, Srinivas and Mcdiano [SI also studied finding k-disjoint paths for a given pair of nodes while minimizing the total node power needed by nodes on these k-disjoint paths. An excellent survey of some recent theoretical advances and open problems on energy consumption in ad hoc networks can be found in (191. In this paper, we consider a new minimum power assignment problem which is not studied previously. The question that we will study is to find the optimum transmission power of each individual node such that 1) the induced communication graph is a spanner of the original communication graph; 2) the total (or the maximum) power of all nodes is minimized. Here, a subgraph H = (V,E')isar-spannerofG= (V,E)ifforeveryu,u E V, the length (or weight) of the shortest path between them in H is at most t times of the length of the shortest path between them in G. The value o f t is called the stretch factor or spanning mrio. If it is bounded by a constant, we say H is a spanner of G. Therefore, if the induced communication graph is a spanner of the original communication graph, then we guarantee there is a path between each pair of nodes whose length or power consumption is similar or "not b a d compared with the original possible ones when every node uses its maximum power. Clearly, for this problem, a necessary and sufficient condition that a solution exists is that the unit disk graph is connected when all nodes transmit at the maximum power EmW.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present a polynomial time algorithm to find the power assignment whose maximum is minimized (called min-maxpower assignmenr hereafter) such that the induced communication graph is a spanner. In Section 111, we present an O(1)-approximation algorithm to find the minimum total radius assignment (min. total radius assignment) such that the induced communication graph is a spanner. In Section IV, we show that it is NP-hard to find the minimum total power assignment (min-total power assignment) such that the induced communication graph is a spanner. Then we give two simple power assignment methods for this problem. We present the performances comparison of those two min-total power assignment algorithms in Section V. We conclude our paper with discussions of possible future research directions in Section VI.
MIN-MAX POWER .ASSIGNMENT
The formal definition of minimum maximunl power assignment (min-max power assignment) problem is as follows:
Input A set of n wireless node V. maximum node power E, , , , , , and a real constant to 2 1. Notice that given V and &, , , =. it induces the original communication graph UDG. ~u r p u r : powera assignment^ = { P ( u~) , P ( u : I ) , . .
. ,P(u,,)}.
Objecr: Minimize maxUGv'P(v) and g u m t e e that the induced graph G p is a to-spanner of UDG.
It is obvious that we can solve the min-max power assignment problem in polynomial time by using a binary search scheme. Notice that since the problem only wants to minimize the maximum node power, we only need consider the casa when all nodes are assigned the same power, say P(u). Clearly, we can use binary search among all possible power assignments P(u) to find the minimum. Here, spanning ratio could be length or power spanning ratio.
The conectness of this algorithm is obvi,ous. The running time of the first step is O(nZ + mlogm). Recall that the all-pairs shortest paths can be found in O(n2 1.og n + mn.). so computing the spanning ratio of given graph Gp costs O(nz log n + mn).
The second binary search step will call the all-pairs shortest paths logm = O(logn) times, thus, the overall time complexity isO(logn%,(nlogn+m)) = O(n210g2n+mnlogn). Therefore, the running time of our algorittim is at most O(n3 logn).
Notice that here the weight function w,, can he any weight functions, such as Euclidean distance of a link or the power needed to support the communication of the link. In addition, if we change the objective property of the induced graph from spanner to other properties, as long as the property can be tested in polynomial time and is monotone 1171, we can solve min-max power assignment problem in polynomial time. For example, we can find the min-max power assignment while thd induced graph is connected, or has k-disjoint paths. However, some
properties cannot be tested in polynomial time: (if N # N P ) .
(c) Select new power P(u): If I 5 to then ki+, = e.g., the induced graph is k-connected. and lengths of these k paths are all hounded by some constant factor of the length of shortest path in the original communication graph. In [17], Lloyd er. a/ gave an example property "G IS A TREE'. which can he tested in polynomial time and makes the power assignment problem NP-complete even without any minimization ohjective.
RADIUS ASSIGNMENT
In this section we consider problem of finding a transmission radius assignment such that the induced graph is a spanner and the total assigned radius of all nodes is minimized. We call it inin-total radius assignment problem hereafter. There are two differences between min-total radius assignment and min-max power assignment: I ) the weight function now is the Euclidean length of the link, i.e. wUv = ~~u u~~;
2) we want to minimize the total assigned radius instead of the maximum node power of the network. The formal definition of min-total radius assignment problem is as follows:
lipat: A set of n wireless node V, maximum node radius R,,,. and a real constant to 2 1. Notice that given V and R,,,, it induces the original communication graph UDG.
" . ,R(un)}.
Object Minimize CUE" R(u) and guarantee that the induced graph GR is a to-spanner of UDG.
This problem seems much harder than min-max powerlradius assignment, although it is still open whether it is a NP-hard prohlern. In this paper, we will present an O(1)-approximation algorithm for this problem, in which we first construct a spanner using a method presented in [ZO], [25] and then hound the total edge length of the structure using a greedy method in [21] . For completeness of presentation. we review the methods of constructing a bounded degree spanner with spanning ratio t l .
We first divide the unit disk centered at each node U into kequal sized cones, where k 2 rr/arcsio q. For each cone apexed at node U , we select the shonest link uv (the link d is directed actually). After processing all nodes. we have a directed graph called Yao structure. For each node u, for each cone, we select the shortest incoming link d. and then partition the incoming neighbors locating inside this cone using the cone partition centered at node U. Then select the closest such neighbor (say w) at each cone apexed at U and add link &. Repeat the above procedure until all neighbors are processed. The final structure by ignoring the link direction is called YaoSink. which is a ti spanner, and the node degree is hounded by (k + 1)' -1.
We then review the greedy method with parameter a to bound the total edge length of a tl-spanner. Consider any sparse spanner G with spanning ratio t l on a point set. Initialize the final structure H to he empty. We first add all edges in G with length at most D l n to H, where D is the diameter of the point set. Then we process the remaining edges of G in the increasing order of their lengths. An edge uu € G is added to W if there is no path in H connecting U and u with length 5 a/luu 11. Gudmundsson er al. I211 gave a method to perform such query efficiently by bucketing the remaining edges of G into logn groups. It is proven that the final structure H has spanning ratio ct . tl and its
lotal edge length is at most O ( w ( E M S T ) ) . where w ( E M S T )
is the total edge length of Euclidean MST. Generally. for a gen-
where wan is the weight of link uv. When the weight is the Euclidean distance, the weight function is omitted hereafter. The weight of a node U in the weighted graph G = (V, E, w) is P ( u ) = maxUvEE w... and the total node weight of the graph is P(G) = CUE" P(u).
Our algorithm to solve the min-total radius assignment problem is then as follows:
Algorithm 2: MIN-TOTAL RADIUS ASSIGNMENT 1. Building UDG: Using V and Rma, we build the unit disk graph, where there is an edge uu if and only if w,, 5 Rmm.
Building spanner:
Use the method by [20] .
[25] to build a m -s p a n n e r H of UDG where t is a positive real constant smaller than to.
3. Bounding weight Run the method in (211 to bound the total edge length of H while the spanning ratio of the final structure is to. The parameter of the greedy method is a = m. Clearly, the final structure (denoted by G) has spanning ratio to.
Radius assignment Extract the induced radius assignment

RG, where R G (~) = mq,luvsc) wun.
The above algorithm has running time O(n1ogn) (after UDG is built) since remaining steps have running time at most O(n1ogn) [ZO] , [25], [21] . Obviously, the summation of radii assigned to all nodes is at most 2w(G), which is at most
O(w(EMST)).
We then show that the lower hound of min-total radius assignment is w(EMST). Generally, the total power assignment P(G) based on any weighted graph G, to guarantee the connectivity, satisfying the following condition
w ( E M S T ( G ) ) 5 P(G).
Notice that the communication graph induced by the power assignment PG is connected. We root the tree EA4ST(G) at an arbitrary node. For any link uv E EMST(G) where U is the parent of U. we associate link uu to node U, and call uv as A(u).
The definition is valid since each node can only have one parent.
Clearly, w ( E M S T ( G ) ) = xu w(A(u)).
On the other hand, P ( u ) is at least the weight of the link A(u). Consequently, Since the min-total radius assignment produces a communication graph with bounded spanning ratio. it clearly guarantees the connectivity of the induced communication graph. Thus, we have the following lemma and theorem Lemma I: The optimum radius assignment for min-total radius assignment problem has total radius at least w(EMST).
Theorem 2: Algorithm 2 gives a solution that is within a constant factor of the optimum. Obviously, we can find a hounded degree subgraph with the same spanning ratio of the communication graph induced by the radius assignment calculated by Algorithm 2. If we want to find a subgraph of the induced communication graph with some additional properties such as planar, fault-tolemnce, we have to replace the second step of Algorithm 2 by some other spanners. 
( E M S T ) ) .
IV. MIN-TOTAL POWER ASSIGNMENT
Finally, we consider the minimum total power assignment (min-total power assignment) problem. Inpur: A set of n wireless node V , maximum node power &, , , -. OKI~UI: ApowerassignmentP = { P ( v 1 ) , P ( u z ) ,~.~ ,P(vn)}.
Object: Minimize CUE" P(v) and guarantee that the induced graph GF is a &-spanner of UDG.
Clearly,.this problem is a NP-hard problem since the minimum energy connectivity problem is the special case of the minimum total power assignment problem in which to is chosen sufficiently large. Remember the minimum total power assignment problem for connectivity is NP-hard [6]. Although there are several constant approximation methods for the minimum total power assignment problem for connectivity, it is still an open problem whether we can find a constant approximation algorithm for the minimum total power assignment problem with bounded spanning ratio. In this paper, we give two simple heuristic algorithms. Our first approach is a simple greedy heuristic algorithm. 
V. EXPERIMENTS
We conducted extensive simulations of our rin-total power assignment methods. In our experiments, we randomly generate a set V of n wireless nodes and its U D G ( V ) . and test the connectivity of UOG(V). If it is connected, we ,apply these two min-total power assignment methods and also the MST-based method to assign power for each notie. Then we compare the total power of the final power assignments. In the experimental results presented here, we generate 100 random wireless nodes in a 10 x 10 square; the spanner parameter to = 2; and the maximum power is set 2.5. We generals 100 vertex sets V (each with 100 venices) and then apply the min-total power assignment methods for each of these 100 vmex sets. The average and the maximum are computed over all these 100 vertex sets. UDG) ). FromTable I, we found that the total power assignment by greedy-based and Yao-based methods are within small constant factor of w(MST(UDG)). Also both ihe power assignment methods save many energy compared with UDG (i.e. every node uses the maximum transmission power). Notice that the spanning ratio of the communication graph induced from the power assignment induced from MST is large (almost 15 in the worst case) while the communication graph induced by our power assignment methods has spanning ratios less than 2. Yao-based method keeps m o n links and spends more power, however it is easy to perform locally. In summary, our new min-total power assignment heuristics are suitable for power assignment tasks in ad hoc networks. 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the power assignment such that the induced communica~ion graph is a spanner for the original communication graph when all nodes have the maximum power. Polynomial time algorithm was given to minimize the maximum assigned power. We also gave a polynomial time approximation method to minimize the total transmission radius of all nodes. We gave two heuristics and conducted extensive simulations to study their performance when we want to minimize the total assigned power of a11 nodes. Our simulations validated our theoretical claims. We would like to know if the min-total radius assignment is NP-hard and to design approximation algorithms for min-total power assignment problem.
